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Last year, I started an article for Scribbles 
about using Twitter as a writer. It 
highlighted pitch contests, talked about 
building a platform, and it was going to 
describe how to use lists and other 
features, but then something happened. 

I fell down a Twitter rabbit hole and 
never finished the article. 

I don’t even remember what distracted 
me. It could have been anything, honestly. 
A compelling review of a new novel that 
led me to the author’s blog or an article 
about grolar bears (a hybrid polar bear/
grizzly bear, yes, it’s a real thing) that 
ended with me researching Airbnb’s for a 
hypothetical trip to Alaska. 

Unfortunately, this online distraction isn’t 
uncommon for me at all, and I suspect 
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some of you may be familiar with it as 
well. After all, we’re writers, which means 
we are naturally curious humans. What 
do you think might happen when you sit 
us down with unlimited access to all of 
the information in the world?

Instead of finishing the original article, 
I’ve decided to go in another direction. I’d 
like to talk about the reasons you should 
consider limiting your time on Twitter 
and other online platforms in order to 
improve your attention span, your 
creativity, your productivity as a writer, 
and perhaps, your sanity. 

1.  Social media and 
smartphone use are  
destroying our attention span.

Research shows that human beings now 
have an attention span shorter than a 
goldfish. In fact, our attention span fell 
from 12 seconds in 2000 to 8 seconds in 
2015, and researchers believe the 
smartphone may have something to do 
with it. We allow ourselves to be 
interrupted by notifications all day long, 
stopping our work to quickly check our 
messages, or do a scroll of Instagram. 
Often, we interrupt ourselves, reaching 
for our phones without prompting of any 
kind. It takes the human brain about 
twenty minutes to get back on task after a 
distraction, so this constant “just 
checking” can derail an entire day. 

In his book Deep Work: Rules for Focused 
Success in a Distracted World, Cal Newport 
makes the argument that our ability to do 
deep work is diminishing at a time that it 
is in more demand than ever. His 
personal prescription is extreme; Cal 

abstains from all social media. Even if we 
aren’t ready to delete our accounts, there 
are steps we can all take to avoid constant 
distraction. 

Apps like Freedom allow you to block 
certain websites for designated hours so 
that you can focus on your work at hand. 
If you are an iPhone user, the latest 
software update includes a feature called 
Screen Time that tracks how often you 
use your phone and allows you to set 
restrictions for yourself. If you aren’t an 
iPhone user, the app Moment similarly 
tracks your usage. Lastly, consider 
focusing on just one social media 
platform that you enjoy and let go of the 
rest. We don’t all have to be everywhere 
online, but having a presence somewhere 
is important for reaching your audience. 

2.  Social media impacts  
our creativity in positive  
and negative ways.

There is little doubt that social media and 
the internet can spark creativity. How 
many times has a unique news story 
prompted a book idea in your mind? 
How often has a social media campaign 
like #inktober spurred you to push your 
own illustration practice to the next level? 

It’s easy to sing the praises of our online 
communities for pushing our creative 
boundaries, but we need to consider the 
ways it can also derail our work, and how 
to tell the difference between the two. 
Sometimes writers abandon a project 
because they’ve seen other writers talking 
about a similar work in progress. We all 
bring a unique voice to our work so there 
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is no way to know how different these two stories would be. 
Abandoning a project based on someone else’s tweet isn’t 
advisable. 

Another way the internet can stifle our creativity is by narrowing 
the world of ideas in which we engage. We know that everything 
from our social media feeds to our Google search results are 
customized to what the algorithms think we want to see. After 
all, these companies make money by capitalizing off our 
attention – the longer we spend on their sites, the higher price 
they get for capturing and selling our attention and data. This 
results in an “echo chamber” where we see the same things as 
everyone else in our online communities. If everyone is taken in 
by the same adorable video of hedgehogs taking a bath, how 
many picture book manuscripts about bathing hedgehogs can the 
market support? Stepping away from our online communities 
and engaging directly with the people and communities we live 
in brings a wider array of fresh ideas than anything we’ll find on 
our Facebook feeds. 

3. Talking about writing is not the same as writing. 
I used to participate in the One Word project every new year. 
The concept is simple. Instead of resolutions, you choose one 
word as a guiding principle for the year. In 2015, while searching 
for my one word, I came across a quote from Amy Poehler and 
decided that instead of one word that year, I’d focus on her 
words. “Because remember the talking about the thing isn’t the 
thing. The doing of the thing is the thing.” I applied this quote to 
all of the places in my life that felt stagnant or stalled, but 
nowhere did it take root more than in writing for children. 

2015 proved to be the year that I started shifting my writing to 
children’s literature, which is what I’d always wanted to write. I 
talked about it all the time, but I didn’t actually do the thing. It 
turns out there is a scientific reason for this behavior. When we 
talk about doing something creative, like writing, our brains 
respond as if we were actually writing. They provide us the same 
reward (dopamine) as if we’d spent that time poring over our 
manuscripts instead of tweeting about them. 

This may be why many creators are superstitious about sharing 
work before it’s done. Social media groups for writers practically 
beg us to talk about our work, and it’s easy to spend our 
designated writing time talking about writing instead of actually 
writing. It’s important that we balance our desire to connect 
online with our need to guard our work time. 

4.  Social media impacts our moods  
and emotions. 

A simple google search on “Is social media making us 
depressed?” yields numerous articles and studies that indicate 
perhaps the answer is yes. At the very least, we know that 
emotions are contagious and that negative emotions like anger 

spread faster than positive ones. This isn’t always a bad thing. 
There is no lack of injustice in this world, and anger can fuel 
social movements and art when externalized into action. 
However, when internalized, it can metastasize into depression 
and anxiety, which can impact our desire and ability to do our 
creative work. There’s no easy answer to this but knowing 
yourself well and being honest about how you feel online is a 
start. When you find yourself absorbing the latest outrage online, 
are you able to walk away and use your frustration as fuel for 
your work or other actions steps in your life? Or do you find 
yourself mindlessly scrolling into a state of numbness and 
inaction? 

This one is personal to me, as my own work has been derailed 
more than once by depression. Social media has never helped me 
climb out of that hole, though some people I met online have 
through our offline friendship. I check in with myself now and 
make sure that I’m able to cast my Patronus, to borrow a Harry 
Potter term, before entering an online space. For the three of you 
who haven’t read the books, a Patronus is a spell that wizards cast 
to push back against the encroaching darkness of dementors, 
soulless beings whose only aim is to suck all happiness and joy, 
and ultimately the souls of wizards. In order to conjure a 
Patronus, the wizard must bring to mind a moment or memory 
of true joy or happiness. 

If you are someone who struggles with absorbing the emotions of 
those around you or online, spend some time thinking about what 
forms your Patronus and how to build a well of memories and 
moments to draw from when you find yourself needing to conjure 
it. This might include calling a friend or going for a hike, dancing 
or making art, reading to your children or volunteering in your 
community. You are the only person who knows how to conjure 
your own Patronus, but I recommend that you practice often. 

The internet and social media offer a world of resources to 
writers and illustrators that just ten years ago we could scarcely 
imagine. I’m deeply grateful for the connections I’ve met online, 
from critique partners to collaborators to friendship. Wielded as 
a tool, the internet can benefit us greatly in our path to creating 
art. We simply have to make sure that we are the ones using the 
tool, and not the ones being used. This requires intention and 
habit-building, but it is worth the effort. 

Beware the Online Rabbit Hole ... cont’d from pg. 1

JESS TOWNES, CO-REGIONAL ADVISOR
Jess Townes currently serves as regional 
co-advisor for the Kansas-Missouri 
SCBWI. She is a children’s writer and a 
regular contributor at All the Wonders. 
She lives in Wentzville, Missouri with her 
ukulele-strumming husband, two insa-
tiably curious boys, a shoe-stealing dog, 
and two cats. jesstownes.com.

http://www.jesstownes.com
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NICKI JACOBSMEYER, ASSISTANT RA 
Nicki Jacobsmeyer writes fiction and non-
fiction for children and adults. She has a 
middle grade book, Surviving the Iditarod, 
You Choose: Surviving Extreme Sports 
(Capstone Press, 2017) and a historical 
non-fiction book, Images Of America, 
Chesterfield (Arcadia Publishing, 2016). 
Her short stories and poetry are published 

in several anthologies. Besides reading and writing she loves to 
travel, knit, sunsets, family barbeques and watching a storm come 
in from her front porch. Visit her at nickijacobsmeyer.com.

On a crisp fall morning, you sit on a porch swing overlooking a 
couple acres of lush hickory trees. The gold and burnt-red leaves 
cascade to the grass as the cool breeze blows through your hair. 
Birds chirp, welcoming the gorgeous day as you curl up on the 
chair. The steam from your fresh cup of cinnamon tea warms your 
face as you daydream about your works-in-progress. As the hot 
brew warms your core you’re refreshed and eager to embrace the 
day.
Wait, what? The sun is out? I would venture to say most of us 
don’t experience these moments of contemplation on a daily 
basis. The real question is, why not? We have no problem 
reciting the long list of responsibilities and tasks that await us 
each day. Finicky alarm clocks, needy children, demanding 
bosses, and so on. However, I bet we could find at least ten 
minutes in our day to stop and be mindful. Instead of flipping 
through the television or playing that game on our phone, we 
could try something that helps us in multiple ways.
Meditation can positively change how we think and feel. 
Quora’s website (quora.com/What-are-some-mind-blowing-
facts-about-meditation) shares plenty of studies that prove the 
benefits. The benefits and studies listed include: 
 •  Overcome stress  

(University of Massachusetts Medical School, 2003) 
 •  Boost your creativity

(Science Daily, 2010)
 •  Cultivate healthy habits that lead to weight 

loss 
( Journal Emotion, 2007)

 •  Help overcome anxiety, depression, anger  
and confusion (Psychosomatic Medicine, 2009) 

 •  Increase your focus and attention  
(University of Wisconsin-Madison, 2007)

At first, I was skeptical, but once I started, I got hooked. Giving 
myself permission to focus on the moment has been 
enlightening. 
Below are several meditation apps listed on healthline.com you 
can try for free:

Calm 
Calm offers a wide range of guided meditations to 
assist people in adding more relaxation into their 
lives. The selections range from 3-minute to 
25-minute sessions. The app also includes a feature 

called Daily Calm, a 10-minute program you can practice at 
the beginning or end of your day — a great routine to get 
into. There are also breathing exercises, unguided meditations, 
sleep stories, and more than 25 soothing sounds to help you 

improve your sleep. For even more, there’s a premium 
subscription option.

Headspace 
Get out of your head or more into it with 
Headspace, a meditation app that’s ideal for people 
just starting a meditation routine. Its free trial 
includes 10 exercises geared toward beginners that 

can help you learn more about meditation as well as applying 
it to your life. Check out the personalized progress page, 
reward system for continued practice, and buddy system that 
lets users connect with others to stay on track. The vibrant 
animations add a cute, light-hearted touch to help you 
understand meditation. More features are available as part of 
a premium subscription.

The Mindfulness App
Packed with features, this meditation app includes 
a five-day guided meditation practice, reminders 
for when it’s time to relax, and other offers based 
on individual meditation habits. It can also be 

integrated with other health apps if users enjoy using their 
devices to improve their health. If you want to be more 
mindful and incorporate regular meditation into the day, this 
app is the gold standard. Purchase more features with a 
premium subscription.

MINDBODY
Looking for a place to manage your fitness routine? 
MINDBODY is where you should start. Users can 
search and book a multitude of fitness classes 
like yoga, Pilates, barre, or CrossFit. The app is also 

an excellent resource to test the waters with a new trainer, class, 
or studio. You can manage your fitness routine through 
an exercise tracker. There’s even a section where you can access 
discount deals for exercise classes.
My personal favorite is the Calm app which has my hubby and 
kids hooked too. As a writer or illustrator we need to make time 
to clear our brains so we can create. Go ahead, try mediation, 
you’ll have no regrets. Invest in YOU!

Moments of Meditation
BY NICKI JACOBSMEYER, KS/MO ASSISTANT REGIONAL ADVISOR

http://www.nickijacobsmeyer.com
https://www.quora.com/What-are-some-mind-blowing-facts-about-meditation
https://www.quora.com/What-are-some-mind-blowing-facts-about-meditation
www.healthline.com
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Stephen Dallas: Meeting with Stephen Johnson was great! 
Stephen did a great job getting in my head from the get-go. I felt 
like I became a better artist through conversation alone without 
even raising my pen in his studio. It really made me see how 
much of my craft is in my head rather than on the paper. I had 
one opportunity similar to this before. In college, I was in the 
Honors Program and I had an opportunity to work jointly with 
my printmaking and illustration professors. What I love about 
mentorships is that the mentors will meet you exactly where you 
are at and build from there. I think that’s a lot more efficient way 
to learn than in a traditional classroom setting.

ILLUSTRATOR’S CORNER

2017 was a big year for the SCBWI Kansas/Missouri region. We 
merged two regions into one. We said hello to new regional team 
members. And we introduced an illustration mentorship to pair 
with the existing Ellen Dolan writer mentorship from Missouri. 
We asked longtime SCBWI PAL member Stephen T. Johnson 
to act as our first mentor, and he generously agreed. We asked 
that regional members interested in the mentee position submit 
one illustration they would like help improving, along with a bio 
and artist statement. Stephen T. Johnson chose his mentee, 
Stephen Dallas, and they had one year to work together. Mentors 
are expected to critique the piece once at the beginning of the 
mentorship, and again after the mentee edits the piece. Then the 
final piece is produced, reflecting all of the lessons from the time 
together. Our first mentor/mentee pair recently finished up their 
work together, and were kind enough to grant me an interview. 
We also get a peek at the before and after on the artwork that 
they worked on together. 

Amy: Thanks for agreeing to this interview! I’m so 
excited to hear about your mentorship process. So 
first of all, tell our members a little bit about yourself. 
How long have you been an illustrator? What kinds of 
work do you do?  
Stephen T. Johnson: I have been a freelance illustrator since 
1987 and have written and illustrated children’s books since 
1991. My first picture book was The Samurai’s Daughter written 
by Robert San Souci and perhaps my best-known book is 
Alphabet City. I am currently working on an exciting picture 
book about music with art direction by Laurent Linn to be 
published by Paula Wiseman Books for Young Readers at  
Simon & Schuster in 2019.
Stephen Dallas: I decided I wanted to actually become an 
illustrator about 6 years ago during my sophomore year of college 
and became a full-fledged art major. I was always interested in 
art, but I was really intimidated by the steep differences in talent 
between myself and professionals I geeked out about. But I took 
the risk and I’m enjoying myself. Lately, I’ve been really hooked 
on Japanese ink nibs and watercolor as my go-to mediums. I love 
making work that uses line quality to its fullest and I rely on my 
line-work to do most of the heavy lifting when it comes to the 
perception of shape and depth.

Tell us about the mentorship. How did you like  
the process? Has either of you been involved in  
a mentorship prior to this? 
Stephen T. Johnson: I have mentored students at various 
times throughout my career and always find joy in sharing 
knowledge and ideas and participating in a small way, in the 
growth of the mentee, and their work.

The Illustrator’s Mentorship: An Interview with  
Stephen T. Johnson and Stephen Dallas
INTERVIEWED BY AMY KENNEY, KS/MO ILLUSTRATOR COORDINATOR

cont’d on pg. 5

Stephen T. Johnson’s il lustration before mentorship

Stephen T. Johnson’s il lustration after mentorship
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Illustrators Corner Interviews... cont’d from pg. 4

AMY KENNEY, ILLUSTRATOR COORDINATOR

Amy Kenney is a freelance illustrator 
and children’s book author based in 
Kansas City, MO. Amy earned a BFA in 
Illustration and Graphic Design from the 
University of Central Missouri. She and 
her husband currently live on 20 acres 
with one dog, one cat, and way too 
many children. amykenney.com

Amy: Stephen Dallas, what were your hopes heading 
into the mentorship? Were you surprised by any 
outcomes? Have you seen any changes to your work 
overall, after working with Stephen T. Johnson?
Stephen Dallas: I really wanted to be challenged by this 
mentorship. I had been working a desk job as a designer for a 
while and I was afraid my illustration work was getting stiff and 
not improving like I wanted it to initially after college. Stephen 
really helped me become more self-critical in a positive way. You 
would think that being self-critical would make me more self-
conscious about the work I show people, but the opposite actually 
happened. I found that I am much more confident in what I 
present because I trust myself more than I used to. One way that 
surprised me was how much my prep process has changed. I feel 
like I spend 60% of any project in the preliminary stages before 
putting pen to paper. This includes looking for a possible reference, 
planning the execution, and organizing my supplies. Art reference 
has also become amazingly important to me. I used to feel like my 
work might lack integrity and authenticity if I didn’t create 
everything from scratch. Take pictures in your neighborhood. Use 
a hand gesture from a DaVinci painting. Borrow the loose shape 
structure of a composition if it helps the project get off the ground 
quicker. This really helps me cut down on time spent staring at a 
blank sketchbook page. I would say the difference in my work is 
night and day. Especially with how he helped me think about the 
perspective of the viewer and moving the camera into places that 
are less conventional. He also inspired me to get looser with my 
line-work in a way that really helps pieces feel looser even when 
there is so much planning involved.

Amy: Stephen T. Johnson, how did your prior teaching 
experience influence your mentoring? Was there 
anything you would have changed about the format? 
Did you come across any unexpected challenges or 
benefits from working with a mentee?  
Stephen T. Johnson: My teaching experience over the years 
helps me pinpoint visual issues that need to be addressed in a 
quicker, more precise way and this in turn, helps move the 
project along and better serve the overall process. As with each 
mentee, I tend to learn from them as well.  This can be in the 
form of a technical suggestion or introduction to various 
illustrators that I had not been familiar with.

Amy: What was your favorite part of working together?
Stephen T. Johnson: I enjoyed Stephen’s enthusiasm for 
illustration. We had many lively discussions about various topics 
but mostly about our shared passion for drawing and visual 
problem-solving.
Stephen Dallas: My favorite part was seeing the space a 
professional artist worked in. Stephen’s process was really laid out 
in plain sight and I could see that he walked the walk and talked 
the talk when it came to this whole art thing. He had a huge, 
diverse library of personal work and art reference that were always 
convenient to reach for and teach from. The importance of tangible 
art objects as references has become a very useful tool for me!

Do you have any advice for members thinking of 
applying for next year’s mentorship? How about for 
future mentors?
Stephen T. Johnson: Choose one illustration to work on and 
be open to many redo’s if necessary. Sometimes, only minor 
changes are needed but seeing how to frame a scene and convey 
a narrative can take many shapes and forms.
Stephen Dallas: If you’re going to apply for this opportunity, 
be ready to set aside 3-6 hours a week for additional research 
and work. Also, throw any previous thoughts about how unique 
your style is out the window so you can really be fresh and 
ready to soak up some new knowledge! If changing your style is 
a difficult task, try doing a few master studies now and then. 
That really helped me get my mind to be more sponge-like 
before meetings. If your head isn’t in a state that is ready to 
accept new things, you’ll only hear what you want to hear. I 
remember reading some old notes from art professors in college 
with lots of helpful advice that I had completely ignored in the 
initial meeting because I was only looking for certain answers 
at the time!

Amy: What words of wisdom would you like to pass 
on to this year’s mentor and mentee?
Stephen T. Johnson: Stephen is already generating excellent 
new work and is applying for a Fulbright so I would say keep 
doing what you’re doing!
Stephen Dallas: You might be surprised how many 
fundamentals you’re forgetting about. Don’t be offended or 
upset if your mentor says that you’ve forgotten a few basics. 
You’d be surprised how much changes on the canvas after 
simply hearing those words out loud instead of in your 
consciousness. Take ten-fifteen minutes after every meeting you 
have to write down a few things you thought were amazing 
otherwise you’ll forget 90% of what you just witnessed. 
Sometimes I tend to be more methodical, so getting loose is 
important for me!
Thanks to Stephen T. Johnson and Stephen Dallas for sharing 
their experiences with us! To see Stephen T. Johnson’s work go to 
stephentjohnson.com. To see Stephen Dallas’s work go to 
stephendallasdraws.com. And be sure to keep an eye out for 
information about next year’s mentorship opportunities!

http://www.amykenney.com
https://stephentjohnson.com
http://www.stephendallasdraws.com
http://www.stephendallasdraws.com
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Offering Valuable Support  
After the Book Release  
BY PEGGY ARCHER, KS/MO PAL COORDINATOR

PEGGY ARCHER, PAL COORDINATOR 
Peggy Archer’s newest picture book, A 
Hippy-Hoppy Toad (Schwartz & Wade/
Random House 2018), won the SCBWI 
Work-in-Progress award for picture book 
text, and is a Junior Library Guild Selec-
tion. Her other recent picture books in-
clude Name That Dog! (Dial) and From 
Dawn to Dreams (Candlewick Press). 

Originally from northwest Indiana, Peggy and her husband now 
live in O’Fallon, MO where they are much closer to their grand-
kids! . peggyarcher.com

As children’s authors and illustrators, our critique group is our 
‘go-to place’ when we need help. We support each other by 
offering comments and suggestions on manuscripts and art. We 
share marketing tips and craft. We help each other before our 
books are published. But what about after that, when a publisher 
has finally accepted the book?
As readers, we find the best book ever! One that we just can’t put 
down. Maybe we’ll mention the book to our friends. Maybe not. 
Wouldn’t we love to see another book like that from the same 
author? But what can we do? 
How can we continue to support our author and illustrator 
friends once their book is finally published? How can we help 
those authors that we love to read? 
Here’s a list of ten ways to help support a friend with a new book 
out. 
1.  Read their book. Then post a book review online. Reviews 

pop up in readers’ searches for the author, their book, or when 
someone is looking for a topic related to their book. Your 
review doesn’t need to be long and probably will take about 
five minutes. Or simply giving the book a good rating takes 
only five seconds. Some places to post a review might be on 
Amazon, Goodreads, or B&N. You can also post a review on 
your blog if you have one. Helping them with their online 
presence is a huge help. 

2.  Share the author’s or illustrator’s book and events on 
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and other places online. 
Share or re-tweet their book release and good reviews and 
book events. Leave a comment on their book posts—
comments keep the post in sight. If you’re on social media 
anyway, this only takes a few seconds. 

3.  Interview them on your blog, or on your website. This is 
one of the easiest posts you can do since you supply the 
questions and the author or illustrator does the rest of the 
work. You needed a blog post anyway, right?! 

4.  Check their book out at your local library. If it’s not in the 
library system, request the book—if you do, they will order a 
copy of the book to have in their library. 

5.  Talk about their book with friends—word of mouth is a 
valuable way of spreading the word (literally). 

6.  Go to their book events and book signings—and bring a 
friend! The author or illustrator will breathe a sigh of relief 
seeing that there is an audience, and it will make the event 
planner happy that they invited them and planned the event. 
This one takes a little more planning, but it gets you some time 
out with other people who love children’s books. 

7.  Recommend them to a teacher, librarian or other event 
planners when you have the opportunity. Share your 
friend’s book and contact information with the event planner 
at your book events.  

8.  Share author and illustrator opportunities with them. When 
you know of an event where your friend fits the bill, make sure 
that they know about it. 

9.  Nominate your friend’s book for awards; vote for their 
book once it’s been nominated. Examples might be: 

 •   The Crystal Kite Award 
scbwi.org/awards/crystal-kite-member-choice-award/ 

 • The Cybil Awards www.cybils.com/ 
 •  Missouri Readers Awards (students, teachers, librarians, 

and parents can recommend a book for Readers Award 
consideration), maslonline.org/awards/readers-awards/ 

10.  Cheer them on with lots of encouragement! As much as 
they enjoy the excitement of having a new book release, it 
can be a bit stressful at times. Let them know they’re doing a 
good job! 

Remember, you don’t need to do it all to be supportive. Do what 
you can and know that it’s greatly appreciated! 
I’ve been blessed with wonderful critique partners who have been 
very supportive, both before and after a book comes out. I’ve 
learned a lot from them and have enjoyed being on both ends of 
the support team. Thanks so much to all of you. 

Don’t forget to check out our featured PAL Author 
of the Month on the Kansas/Missouri website at

ksmo.scbwi.org/featured-author

http://www.peggyarcher.com/
https://www.scbwi.org/awards/crystal-kite-member-choice-award/
http://www.cybils.com/
https://maslonline.org/awards/readers-awards/
https://ksmo.scbwi.org/featured-author/
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Flying Ketchup Press and KS-MO SCBWI 
Member Polly McCann 
INTERVIEW WITH SUE BRADFORD EDWARDS

Polly Alice McCann has been working 
in the arts as a teacher, writer, curator 
and illustrator over for over 20 years. 
She’s often quoted as saying, “poetry 
saved my life.” 

We were happy Polly agreed to talk to 
Scribbles about her work and her vision. 
One reason McCann moved home to 
KC after going to art school on the 
East Coast was to be in easy driving 
distance of the low residency MFAC 
program at Hamline University in St. 
Paul, MN. Their students take four 
semesters and five, eleven-day 
residencies. The classes are combined 
with one-on-one mentoring, both a 
creative and a critical thesis with an 
emphasis on craft. She really enjoyed working with authors of 
Caldecott winning books like Jaqueline Briggs Martin and 
hearing dozens of talks from editors, agents, authors and giants 
in the field. Her favorites were Nikki Grimes, Marilyn Nelson, 
and Patricia McLaughlin of Sarah Plain and Tall.  

Sue: Why did you decide to open a new publishing 
company in KC? 

Polly: Because of my background in art and design, I finally 
decided I preferred to publish my own work because I have such 
a backlog of novels and picture books that haven’t been published 
due to the fact that much of my audience is more regional. I was 
all set to begin when I realized with my skill set I could also help 
others whose work really deserves to be heard.

Sue: And this led to Flying Ketchup Press? 

Polly: Yes! Why push through 
with self-publishing and struggle 
through on your own if you don’t 
have to? We want to create a third 
road, a 21st Century model to 
create a smaller Independent 
publishing company who knows 
books, knows your market, and 
who knows you.

Sue: What’s first? 

Polly: We are publishing two picture books this year. One is by 
Danielle D. Williams a KC artist, teacher, and cancer survivor 
who is writing and illustrating a diverse book for young learners 
in preschool and kindergarten. Her book is called Hitch a Ride on 
the Color Express. She has a degree in animation and her cut-
paper illustrations are to die for. 

We are also working with Jena 
Brigantino McNealy, a preschool 
teacher from California, to create a 
STEAM fairy book that connects girls, 
science, and fairies. It’s amazing, and it’s 
called Tinka & the Toad. 

Sue: What’s your publishing 
model? I know you’ve said that 
you want to turn traditional 
publishing inside out by working 
“backwards.”

Polly: I’ll call up an artist whose 
illustration I can’t get out of my mind 
and ask them if we can create a book 
featuring their work on the cover. Then 
I discover they are a former screenwriter 

from LA, or a poet, or that the book is wordless! With the input 
from one artist, we created a book proposal and will send out a 
call for writers of essays and humor on Submittable. See. It’s 
backwards to do this, but it’s really enjoyable. As an artist, it’s 
important to me to promote artists and illustrators as much as 
possible. Another example is a poet in residence for a local 
gallery. His book publisher fell through because they assigned 
him an editor who had never worked with poetry. His audiobook 
also fell through due to recordings that needed to be redone. We 
were able to get him scheduled for an audiobook recording 
session and put his book right into the system to get started with 
editing with a poet. That’s the kind of thing a larger publisher 
couldn’t make room for.

Sue: What are they looking for when submissions 
open?

Polly: Regular public submissions will open later in the year and 
we’ll have specific requirements for those submissions to meet. 
We will post those guidelines online. 

We will be looking for YA, MG, PB, Memoir, Biography & 
poetry. Our editors interests lean towards sci-fi, lyrical narrative 
poetry, and anything related to the arts especially memoir or 
biography, #weneeddiversebooks, and neurotypical concerns like 
overcoming learning disabilities or being differently abled etc. 
We are looking for people who are interested in working with us 
to publish lyrics or songbooks, spoken word, or selections of 
original plays to share with young people and teachers.

Sue: What are your plans as a publisher? 

Polly: What I see published in libraries and bookstores isn’t the 
playful or super personal work I see on Instagram or in my 
critique groups. And that work needs a bigger audience as well.

cont’d on pg. 8
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MEMBER NEWS
Allistar Banks has two books available 
through Amazon, Lenny the Lizard 
and His Green Scarf and Spring Brings 
Summer. 

David L. Harrison’s 95th published book, 
Crawly School for Bugs, Poems to Drive You Buggy 
(Boyds Mills Press, Wordsong), illustrated by 
Julie Bayless, and was selected by Missouri 
Center for the Book to represent Missouri on 

September 1 at the National Book Fair in Washington D.C.
Amber Hendricks has a new book, Sophie and 
Little Star, out from Clear Fork Publishing, Spork. 
Amy Houts has an article published in the 
September/October issue of Children’s Ministry 
Magazine titled, “The Perfect Place for 
Preschoolers.” See: https://childrensministry.com/
the-perfect-place-for-preschoolers/.
Ann Ingalls and Laura Huliska-Beith have a new 
book – The Twelve Days of Christmas (board book 
from Sterling). They are delighted!

Polly Alice McCann is the illustrator of a 
new picture book written by Jena McNealy, 
Tinka & the Toad (Flying Ketchup Press, 
2019). She also illustrated the cover of the 
August 2018, Evolving Magazine.
Lindsay H. Metcalf, along with Jeanette Bradley and Keila V. 
Dawson, is one of three co-editors for Taking the Mic: Fourteen 
Young Americans Making Change, a picture-book anthology 
forthcoming from Charlesbridge in fall 2020. Well-known poets 
including Nikki Grimes, Joseph Bruchac, Lesléa Newman, 
Guadalupe Garcia McCall, and Traci Sorell will spotlight the 
activists. Bradley will illustrate.  
Sheri Delgado-Preston has a poem, “When,” in the September 
issue of Highlights Hello Magazine. She has another poem, “My 
Restaurant,” published in the September issue of Ladybug 
Magazine. She has a third poem, “Leaves,” in the October issue 
of Ladybug Magazine.

Jody Jensen Shaffer’s It’s Your First Day of School, 
Busy Bus! released July 3 from Beach Lane. Her 
2017 picture book Prudence the Part-Time Cow is 
on the preliminary nominee list for the 2019-
2020 Show Me Readers Award. Jody’s young 
fiction, “What’s a Bookworm?” was published in 

October’s High Five magazine.
Billie Holladay Skelley’s story, “Sonic 
Sam of Boston,” will appear in FairyTale 
Riot (The Clarion Call-Book 4) which 
is scheduled for release on October 
30th. In addition, her story, “Hit by 
Lightning,” will appear in Chicken Soup 
for the Soul: The Best Advice I Ever Heard which is scheduled for 
release on November 6, 2018.

SUE BRADFORD EDWARDS
Sue Bradford Edwards freelances from 
her home in St. Louis, Mo., and has more 
than 125 writing credits. She has written 
a wide variety of nonfiction including 
book reviews, reader’s theater, equestri-
an news, video scripts and a wide range 
of educational pieces, state exams and 
how-to articles for other writers.

Scribbles readers —Now it’s your turn 
Before McCann can add more editors and  
illustrators to her team or have open submissions, 
she needs you to help spread the word. Their soft 
opening was August 1st, 2018 and they hope to 
open to submissions next year. The launch consists 
of writing contests through Submittable.* This is 
threefold: to meet writers who would like to work 
with them, to raise awareness of the new Press, 
and to build up and expand the company so 
they can publish more amazing authors and  
illustrators. 

Polly wants to hear from you. Would you like to 
collaborate on a collection of MO-KS SCBWI stories 
for young readers? What would this anthology or 
collection be called? What theme would it have? 
Folk Tales, Bedtime stories? Something else? She’s 
ready to put together work that’s outside the box. 
Work that’s worth sharing? What voices are out 
there that still need to be heard? 

*  Note: These contests include an entry fee. SCBWI does not 
endorse any market and this information is strictly for infor-
mational purposes. Members are responsible for researching 
markets before submitting.

Sue: When we talked earlier, you discussed a local 
crafter who makes cigar box guitars. Her life story  
is inspirational but she isn’t a big enough draw for  
a national magazine or traditional publisher to do  
a book. 

Polly: I hate stories like hers being lost. My great grandparents 
had a farm and I always wondered what was their goal? What 
was their message to the world? What would they want for a 
future? My writing and art are about those ideas; about being 
archival and sharing stories with another generation.

Flying Ketchup Press... cont’d from pg. 7

https://childrensministry.com/the-perfect-place-for-preschoolers/
https://childrensministry.com/the-perfect-place-for-preschoolers/
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paranormal series about a girl and her super-human family; 
Running Full Tilt, which explores the relationship between a 
cross-country runner and his autistic brother; and My Free Fall 
Summer, a semi-autobiographical novel about a girl who loses 
her mother in a skydiving accident. For more titles go to  
charlesbridge.com/pages/charlesbridge-teen. (CharlesbridgeTeen.com 
and Children’s Book Insider – September 2018)
San Francisco-based IMMEDIUM publishes picture books based 
on fresh ideas with an international appeal. Currently seeking 
picture books for ages 4-8 or 6-10 with a modern, universal feel, as 
well as contemporary Asian-American topics and points of view. 
No holiday books. Prefer prose over poetry. Before submitting, visit 
website for detailed guidelines and to get a feel for the tone and 
style of the current list. Standard book contracts include royalties, 
though some projects may require work-for-hire compensation. 
immedium.com/contactus/submissions.html 
(Immedium.com and Children’s Book Insider – September 2018)
The mission of MOVE BOOKS is “to move more boys to read 
and encourage them to talk about the books they enjoy.” 
Currently, Move is open to queries for completed middle grade 
novels for readers ages 8-12 with male protagonists, and,  
when included, strong secondary female characters. Characters  
should be well developed and have a clear emotional arc.  
Submit via form on website.  
(Move-Books.com and Children’s Writer eNews 8/16/18)
Editor Ashley Hearn at PAGE STREET PUBLISHING is 
seeking high concept, YA fiction with a unique twist and an 
unforgettable voice. “Especially interested in fantasy, paranormal, 
horror, magical realism, quirky contemporary, character-driven 
contemporary, romance, and historicals—with a special affinity 
for atmospheric stories that offer a strong sense of place and 
time.” In all genres, Hearn is actively seeking inclusive stories 
and diverse voices. Submission guidelines on website. 
(PageStreetPublishing.com & Children’s Book Insider – August 2018)
STARBERRY BOOKS, the picture book imprint of Kane Press, 
is actively seeking submissions of stories that feature diverse 
characters using their imagination to explore friendship and 
adventure, to try something new, or to dream of faraway places, 
and other such topics that kids think about every day. Email 
submissions to submissions@kanepress.com. Kane Press titles are 
distributed by Lerner Publishing Group. For submission 
guidelines, editors’ wish lists, and back listed titles, visit the website. 
(KanePress.com and Children’s Writer eNews 8/2/18

“Over the years, in the midst of rejection and 
doubt, in the isolation of the pre-blogging era, 
two things have kept me going, the ideas that I 
have something unique to say, and my work can 
only improve if I keep at it.”

Caroline Starr Rose –  
Award-winning Picture Book & Middle Grade Author

The Market Place
COMPILED AND EDITED BY RITA RUSSELL

“Market trends come and go, but stories don’t 
expire. There is no deadline for success. Through it 
all, keep chasing your own dreams!”

Hannah Holt – Children’s Book Author

BOOK MARKETS
BEARPORT PUBLISHING, a library publisher specializing 
in nonfiction and fiction books for grades K-6, is seeking 
proposals for new series only. Individual titles not accepted. 
Submit resume and age appropriate writing samples, along with 
series details, to info@bearportpublishing.com, or mail materials 
to: Bearport Publishing, Attn: Submissions, 45 West 21st Street, 
Suite 3B, New York, NY 10010. Browse catalog online to see 
current list. (ICL eNews 9/27/18 and BearportPublishing.com)
Independent publisher BLUE WHALE PRESS is open to 
submissions from illustrators and middle grade writers only. 
“Their intention is to bring only quality writers to the market 
who might otherwise not get noticed.” For submission guidelines 
and a list of upcoming titles, visit website. (BlueWhalePress.com 
and ICL eNews 9/27/18)
In Spring 2019, Shambhala Publications will launch BALA KIDS, 
a picture book imprint for children ages 0-8. Bala Kids is dedicated 
to publishing books that inspire and teach young readers the values 
of compassion and wisdom, empathy, patience, and self-reflection. 
Bala Kids is distributed worldwide through Penguin Random House. 
Currently seeking “authentic, engaging and meaningful picture books 
in the categories of Buddhism, mindfulness, meditation, and yoga.” 
All manuscripts, along with any accompanying illustrations from 
author/illustrators, should be submitted with a cover letter that 
includes a short author biography, book summary, and the complete 
manuscript. Email submissions to Juree Sondker, Editorial Director, 
balakids@shambhala.com with the subject line: Bala Kids Submission. 
For more information, visit shambhala.com/about-bala-kids/ 
(Shambhala.com and Children’s Book Insider – September 2018) 
CHARLESBRIDGE TEEN publishes 3-5 books per year for 
young adults. Seeking fiction submissions in all genres, especially 
work produced by diverse authors. Excited to read new authors 
with “fresh voices and the ability to write more than one book.” 
Submit via postal mail a detailed plot synopsis, a chapter-by-
chapter outline, and the first three chapters of text. Address cover 
letters to Monica Perez, Executive Editor, but address the 
envelope to Submissions Editor, Charlesbridge Teen, 85 Main 
Street, Watertown, MA 02472. Please mark the envelope YA 
NOVEL ENCLOSED, and do not include a self-addressed 
stamped envelope. Due to the high volume of submissions, 
Charlesbridge responds only to manuscripts of interest. 
Submissions may also be emailed (paste entire submission into 
the body of the email) to YAsubs@charlesbridge.com. Recent 
Charlesbridge titles include Select, the first book in a new cont’d on pg.10

https://www.charlesbridge.com/pages/charlesbridge-teen
http://www.immedium.com/contactus/submissions.html
mailto:submissions%40kanepress.com?subject=
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mailto:balakids%40shambhala.com?subject=Bala%20Kids%20Submission
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been promoted to Senior Editor.  (PWC Job Moves 9/6/18)
On the move at PENGUIN YOUNG READERS: 
 •  Kendra Levin has been promoted to Editorial Director, 

middle grade and young adult at Viking Children’s Books, 
from associate editorial director. 

 •  Tamar Brazis has joined the team as Editorial Director, 
picture books. Brazis was most recently editorial director of 
Abrams BFYR, where she spent 15 years, and ultimately 
oversaw the publisher’s picture book list.

 •  Maggie Rosenthal has been promoted to Associate Editor 
at Viking, from assistant editor. 

 •  Ellice Lee has been promoted to Art Director at Philomel, 
from associate art director. Talia Benamy has been 
promoted to Associate Editor, from assistant editor. 

 (Publishers Weekly 9/20/18 and PWC Job Moves 10/2/18)
Also at Penguin, Jen Klonsky has been named President and 
Publisher of Putnam Books for Young Readers and Razorbill, 
a newly created position. Previously, Klonsky was v-p and 
publisher of Penguin Books for Young Readers. Casey McIntyre 
has been promoted to V-P and Publisher of Razorbill; she was 
previously associate publisher. Razorbill president and publisher 
Ben Schrank is exiting Penguin to join the adult division of 
Henry Holt as senior v-p and publisher. (PWC Bookshelf 10/4/18)
RANDOM HOUSECHILDREN’S BOOKS has two new 
hires. April Ward has joined as Art Director, middle grade; 
segueing from Macmillan Children’s Publishing Group 
where she was art director. And at Schwartz & Wade Books, 
Anne-Marie Varga has joined as Editorial Assistant. 
(PWC Job Moves 10/2/18)
SIMON & SCHUSTER CHILDREN’S PUBLISHING has 
two promotions. Sonia Chaghatzbanian has moved up to 
Executive Art Director of Atheneum BFYR, Margaret K. 
McElderry Books, and Beach Lane Books; she was previously 
art director. Sarah Creech has been promoted to Art Director 
for Simon Pulse, up from associate art director. 
(PWC Job Moves 10/2/18)
Taylor Maccoux has been promoted to Assistant Editor at 
SOURCEBOOKS JABBERWOCKY, from editorial assistant. 
(PWC Job Moves 10/2/18)
WORKMAN’S CHILDREN’S GROUP welcomed Pam 
Bobowicz as Senior Editor, coming from Abrams where she was 
executive editor, licensing publishing. Also joining the Workman 
team is Maria Elias, Associate Art Director, coming from 
Disney where she was senior designer. (PWC Job Moves 9/6/18)

“Publishing is built on rejections, both for authors 
and agents, so keep writing and keep honing your 
craft. Make sure you’re connecting with other 
writers, both published and emerging, so you have 
a community to support and encourage you—and 
who will come to your book launch!”

Joanna Mackenzie – Agent at Nelson Literary Agency

The Market Place cont’d from pg. 9

PUBLISHING PERSONNEL NEWS 
Russell Busse has joined ABRAMS as Senior Editor, 
entertainment and licensed publishing. He was previously with 
Little, Brown Children’s. Also at Abrams, Courtney Code has 
been promoted to Associate Editor from assistant editor, and 
Jessica Gotz has joined as Editorial Assistant for Abrams 
Children’s Books and Abrams ComicArts. (Publishers Lunch 
9/17/18 and Publishers Weekly Children’s Job Moves 10/2/18) 
Annette Pollert-Morgan is the new Editorial Director at 
BLOOMSBURY CHILDREN’S BOOKS. Previously she was 
editorial director at Sourcebooks Fire, the YA imprint for 
Sourcebooks. (PWC Job Moves 9/6/18)
CANDLEWICK PRESS welcomed Maria Middleton as Art 
Director for its New York City based imprints. Middleton will 
oversee art direction for Walker Books U.S., Candlewick 
Entertainment, Nosy Crow, Templar, and Big Picture Press. 
Previously she was art director at Random House Children’s 
Books. (PWC Job Moves 9/6/18)
A round of promotions at HARPERCOLLINS 
CHILDREN’S BOOKS:
 •  Karen Chaplin and Tamar Mays have been elevated to 

Executive Editor, from senior editor.
 •  Mabel Hsu is now Associate Editor at Katherine Tegen 

Books, up from assistant editor. 
 •  Elizabeth Lynch has been promoted to Associate Editor, 

from assistant editor. 
 •  Tiara Kittrell is Assistant Editor at Balzer + Bray, moving 

up from editorial assistant. 
 •  Bria Ragin was promoted to Assistant Editor, from 

editorial assistant. 
 (Publishers Weekly Children’s Bookshelf 10/4/18)
KIDS CAN PRESS has several job moves. Lisa Lyons 
Johnston adds Publisher to her title of President. Katie Scott 
has been promoted to Editor, from associate editor. And 
Kathleen Keenan has joined as Editor, segueing from the same 
position at Inhabit Media and Nelson Education.  
(PWC Bookshelf 10/4/18)
AT LERNER PUBLISHING GROUP, Amy Fitzgerald has 
been promoted from senior editor to Associate Editorial 
Director of Carolrhoda Books. (PWC Job Moves 10/2/18)
MACMILLAN CHILDREN’S PUBLISHING has several 
changes in the art department.:
 •  Beth Clark is Creative Director for Roaring Brook Press 

and FSG Books for Young Readers; previously she was art 
director. 

 •  Jen Keenan has joined Roaring Brook Press and FSG 
Books for Young Readers as Art Director; exiting Little, 
Brown BFYR where she was associate art director. 

 •  Andrew Arnold has been promoted to Art Director for 
First Second Books, up from associate art director.

 (PWC Job Moves 9/6/18)
MAGINATION PRESS has two promotions: Kristine 
Enderle has been named Editorial Director, and Sarah Fell has 
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“Hard work is the only real magic there is if the 
book in your head is to get onto the page.”

Jane Yolen – Award-winning Author

MAGAZINE MARKET
ROOT & STAR is a new print magazine that “strives to bring 
quality art and literature to children in the ephemeral magazine 
form. It hopes to inspire and be inspired by the whole child – the 
wise, the wild, the strange, and the sweet.” The website includes 
themes, which can be a great story starter, and a free sample 
magazine. Market is nonpaying, but contributors receive author 
copies. Submissions made online via Submittable. For submission 
details, visit https://rootandstar.com/pages/submit
(RootandStar.com and Children’s Writer eNews 8/30/18)

“Don’t wait, write. Take an hour a week, or twenty 
minutes a day. Or a four day retreat. If writing is 
something you love to do, then just do it. Plain 
and simple. You can do it. Don’t wait, write.”

Amanda Zieba – Children’s Book Author

WRITING RESOURCES
Most writers agree that writing is hard, but you do it anyway. 
Sometimes, though, despite your best efforts to pound out your 
story, the words simply can’t/won’t/don’t come. Instead of lamenting 
your lack of productivity, take the opportunity to focus on other 
writerly endeavors that just might get your creative juices flowing 
again. Author Melanie Roussel offers these five tips to help you 
write on. (MelanieRousselSite.blog and ICL eNews 9/27/18)

5 THINGS TO DO WHEN YOU DON’T  
WANT TO WRITE
 1. Do some critical reading
  Read a short story or a book (even one that you know well) 

and break it down, just like you did back in school. Consider 
the story’s strengths and its weaknesses. How is it structured? 
How does the author convey characters’ feelings by showing 
instead of telling? What writing tips can you apply to your 
own work? 

 2. Move your body 
  When you exercise your body, you also exercise your mind, 

getting blood pumping from the top of your head all the way 
down to your tippy toes. Take a leisurely walk along a trail or 
speed walk on a treadmill, and before you know it you’ll be 
daydreaming your way to great ideas. 

 3. Research an idea
  There’s always joy in finding out more. Research adds 

authenticity to your writing and makes it much better. So 
when your word well runs dry, launch yourself deeper into the 
world you’re trying to create. Chances are good that you’ll 
stumble upon interesting facts that will lead you to new ideas 
that you never considered before.  

AGENT NEWS
**SCAM ALERT** Jodell Sadler, previously of the Jill Corcoran 
Literary Agency and most recently an agent with the 
TRANSATLANTIC AGENCY, was fired from Transatlantic 
in September, after numerous complaints of unethical and 
unprofessional behavior. Sadler’s offenses include failing to 
provide paid-for critiques, access to webinars that were promised 
as part of the KidLit College membership program, and updates 
on submissions to editors. Currently Sadler’s website and Twitter 
accounts are shut down, although she still operates KidLit 
College, selling access to online webinars, classes, and critiques. 
Writer beware. (Facebook: 12x12 in 2018 and KidLitAlliance)
Lara Perkins is now a full Agent at the ANDREA BROWN 
LITERARY AGENCY, up from associate agent. Perkins is 
actively seeking middle grade, young adult, and author/illustrator 
clients. Visit the ABL website to see her wish list. (Publishers 
Weekly Children’s Job Moves 10/2/18 and AndreaBrownLit.com)
Masha Gunic has joined AZANTIAN LITERARY AGENCY 
as a Junior Lit Agent, coming from Abrams where she was an 
editorial assistant. Gunic is currently building her list with 
middle grade and young adult novels only.  
(Publishers Lunch 9/17/18 and AzantianLitAgency.com)
Laurel Symonds has joined the BENT AGENCY as an Agent, 
exiting Albert Whitman where she was associate marketing 
manager. (PWC Job Moves 10/2/18)
Agent Lori Kilkelly has exited Rodeen Literary Management to 
form her own literary agency, the LK LITERARY AGENCY. 
Kilkelly made the switch with the full support of Rodeen 
president Paul Rodeen. While the LK Lit website is under 
construction, Kilkelly can be reached on Instagram, Facebook, 
and Twitter. (PWC Job Moves 10/2/18 and LKLiterary.com)

“The writer must have a good imagination . . . but 
the imagination has to be . . . exercised in a 
disciplined way, day in and day out, by writing, 
failing, succeeding and revising.”

Stephen King – Award-winning Author

WORK-FOR-HIRE
SESAME STUDIOS, the makers of Sesame Street, is looking 
for new content and new ideas for its YouTube channel. 
Seeking timeless, character-driven stories for kids ages 2-5 that 
will work in a Sesame Street style presentation for the channel. 
Brand new characters are desired, rather than ideas for skits for 
existing Muppets to play in. Content should help kids smile and 
laugh, learn and grow, and become smarter and kinder. Writers, 
storytellers, illustrators, and animators are encouraged to submit. 
For more details, visit the website. This is a work-for-hire 
opportunity, so don’t send anything you want to retain the rights 
to. (SesameStudios.com and ICL eNews 9/13/18)

Note: SCBWI does not endorse any market and this information 
is strictly for informational purposes. Members are responsible for 
researching markets before submitting.

https://rootandstar.com/pages/submit
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 4. Brainstorm
  Give yourself permission to write with pure abandon, without 

expectation or fear, through free association. Write down odd 
words or scenes or dialogue or whatever comes to mind and 
see where it takes you. No pressure. No judgment. Just 
writing for writing’s sake. Before you know it that writer’s 
block will be a ghost of the past. 

 5. Mingle with your tribe
  Reach out to other writers like yourself, online or in person. 

There’s nothing better than finding support among folks who 
share your passion and understand writing’s many challenges. 
An encouraging word might be all you need to get your butt 
back in the chair and write again! 

EMILY JENKINS’ 3 TIPS FOR WRITING  
FUNNY PICTURE BOOKS 
(HighlightsFoundation.org 7/31/18, https://bit.ly/2SFGOIh) 
 Tip #1
  Give your characters ridiculous names. You may not end up 

keeping them. Or, your readers may not ever hear them (since 
unnamed characters show up much more often in picture 
books than in other types of fiction). Still, they will inform 
the spirit of what you write.

 Tip #2
  Put some outrageously long words in there, just to see what 

they do. Picture books don’t have to have limited vocabulary. In 
fact, one of their jobs is to expose children to new vocabulary.

 Tip #3
  Hit return a lot. Like, in the middle of sentences. It’s fun! 

And it helps you control your read-aloud. As with the other 
stuff, you can always go back to more standard prose, but I 
think you’ll find that you see rhythms and repeated 
structures–things that are probably already in your text!–
better when you play with that return key.

“You don’t start out writing good stuff. You start 
out writing crap and thinking it’s good stuff, and 
then gradually you get better at it.”

Octavia E. Butler – Award-winning Science Fiction Author

HONORS AND DISTINCTIONS 
2018 NATIONAL BOOK AWARD FINALISTS 

YOUNG PEOPLE’S LITERATURE NOMINEES
 •  Elizabeth Acevedo, The Poet X (Harper Teen)
 •  M.T. Anderson and Eugene Yelchin, The Assassination of 

Brangwain Spurge (Candlewick Press)
 •  Leslie Connor, The Truth as Told by Mason Buttle 

(Katherine Tegen Books)
 •  Christopher Paul Curtis, The Journey of Little Charlie 

(Scholastic Press)
 •  Jarrett J. Krosoczka, Hey, Kiddo (Graphix)
The winner will be named on November 14th.  
(Publishers Lunch 10/10/18)

TOP 10 CHALLENGED BOOKS OF 2017 
(Publishers Weekly 9/25/18)
The American Library Association Office for Intellectual 
Freedom has unveiled its list of the Top 10 Most Challenged 
Books of 2017. Among the 416 books that were reported as 
being challenged or banned within the previous year, the 
following titles are in the top 10:  
 1. Thirteen Reasons Why by Jay Asher (Razorbill, 2007)
 2.  The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian 

by Sherman Alexie (Little, Brown, 2007)
 3. Drama by Raina Telgemeier (Graphix, 2012)
 4. The Kite Runner by Khaled Hosseini (Riverhead, 2003)
 5. George by Alex Gino (Scholastic Press, 2015)
 6.  Sex Is a Funny Word by Cory Silverberg, 

illustrated by Fiona Smyth (Triangle Square, 2015)
 7. To Kill a Mockingbird by Harper Lee (Lippincott, 1964)
 8.  The Hate U Give by Angie Thomas 

(HarperCollins/Balzer + Bray, 2017)
 9.  And Tango Makes Three by Peter Parnell and Justin 

Richardson, illustrated by Henry Cole (Simon & Schuster, 2005)
 10.  I Am Jazz by Jessica Herthel and Jazz Jennings,  

illustrated by Shelagh McNicholas (Dial, 2014)

RITA D. RUSSELL
Rita D. Russell joined SCBWI in 2009,  
after hearing Anna Dewdney sing  
its praises. When not writing picture  
books and chapter books, the former  
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